The following terms and conditions apply to the Vitality exercise points to
Discovery Miles campaign. Vitality Money clients who are Discovery Vitality
Health members, will get rewarded with Discovery Miles for every Vitality
exercise point they earn from home, during the period of 18 April 2020 up to and
including 29 May 2020.
Terms and conditions for the Vitality exercise points to Discovery Miles
campaign.
1. The promoters are Discovery Vitality (Pty) Ltd (‘Discovery Vitality’) and Discovery Bank Ltd
(‘Discovery Bank’), also referred to as ‘promoter’.
2. The Vitality exercise points to Discovery Miles campaign starts on 18 April 2020 and ends on
midnight on 29 May 2020.
3. The campaign is open to Discovery Vitality Health members with an active Vitality Health
membership, who are Discovery Bank primary accountholders with a qualifying Discovery Bank
account, and have activated the Vitality Money programme.
4. Qualifying Discovery Bank accounts include:
a. Discovery transaction accounts
b. Discovery Card accounts
c.

Discovery full banking suites.

5. Discovery Bank clients who are only secondary cardholders or only have Discovery savings
accounts are not eligible for the Vitality Money programme and not eligible for this campaign.
6. Through the Vitality Money programme, Discovery Vitality Health members with a qualifying
Discovery Bank account, will earn one Discovery Mile for every Vitality exercise point earned
from 18 April 2020 up to and including 29 May 2020 (six weeks).
7. Discovery Miles earned are limited to the maximum Vitality exercise points earned in a day.
8. The Discovery Miles earned are awarded on a weekly basis into the client’s Discovery Miles
account.
9.

Vitality exercise points earned during a Saturday to Friday cycle, will be awarded in
Discovery Miles the following Friday. Fitness events captured by midnight on a Tuesday,
following each cycle week, also count and are allocated in Discovery Miles the on the Friday of
that week.

10. Any Vitality points captured outside of the campaign period are not be eligible to be allocated in
Discovery Miles.
11. You receive a weekly SMS notification when your Discovery Miles have been allocated into your
Discovery Miles account for the Vitality exercise points to Discovery Miles campaign.
12. Discovery Vitality members need to get their own tax advice about any benefit they may get in
terms of these rules. Discovery Vitality is not responsible for any tax consequences.
13. In these rules, ‘promoters’ means an organisation who directly or indirectly promotes,
sponsors, organises or conducts the campaign, which includes the Discovery Group of
companies and Discovery Vitality.
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14. The promoters reserve the right to revise, alter, cancel or amend the campaign rules (including
any prize) with prior notice to all participants. Participants waive and abandon any rights they
may have against the promoters, its affiliates or associated companies.
15. If required as a result of legislation or other legal reasons, the promoters reserve the right to
terminate this campaign immediately. In the event of such termination, all participants agree to
waive any rights that they may have in terms of this offer and acknowledge that they have no
recourse against the promoters or their agents. The promoters further reserve the right to
terminate this offer in the event that it is held to be, or becomes, unlawful.
16. Discovery Vitality cannot be held responsible for any misrepresentation caused due to an
unintentional copy error, typing error or omission that may occur on any of our promotional
material and communications.
17. Any violation or attempt to violate any of the above rules will result in the immediate
disqualification of the transgressor.
18. By participating in this campaign, all participants agree to be bound by these rules, as well as
the Vitality Main Rules.
19. Discovery Vitality members can get a copy of the Vitality Main Rules online.
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